Duke University School of Nursing: 2018-19 Emerging Leaders Program

NOMINATION FORM

Nominee’s Name: _________________________________
DUSON Title: _________________________________
Nominator’s Name: _________________________________
Date Completed: _________________________________

1) Has nominee...
   • ...been a member of the DUSON staff for > one year working > 30 hours per week?     YES    NO
   • ...received most recent overall PEP rating of S or E (not NI)?     YES    NO
   • ...been in a formal performance counseling process in the past year?     YES    NO
   • ...ever supervised others?     YES    NO

2) Please describe ways in which the nominee has demonstrated leadership in the past (including in informal ways). Include examples.

3) Please describe why you believe this nominee has significant potential to grow to become a leader in the future (either here at DUSON, or elsewhere).

Associate Dean or EVD: email completed form to David Bowersox by May 15th